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ABSTRACT

Realistic models of mechanical systems often de
pend on various parameters, such as controlled inputs, 
material constants, tunable parameters, and uncer
tainties. Uncertain parameters can be (time varying) 
deterministic perturbations or stochastic excitations 
whose influence on the system depends on the per
turbation dynamics (multiplicative or additive), the 
perturbation range, and its statistics in the stochastic 
case. For a given operating region of the system, i.e. 
for a  set of state space constraints, the behavior of the 
system within this region depends strongly on the type 
of perturbation dynamics and on its range. We present 
some basic theory for additively and multiplicatively 
perturbed systems, where the uncertainty can be a 
family of time varying functions, or a Markov diffu
sion process. The uncertainty range plays the role of 
a  bifurcation parameter and determines concepts like 
discontinuities of control sets and supports of invari
ant measures, stability radii, and invariance radii with 
respect to the constraint set. It turns out that in many 
instances the stochastic and the deterministic bifurca
tion scenarios agree, and the cases in which they differ 
are related to  a nonuniform behavior of the stochas
tically perturbed system. The example of a model of 
ship roll motion is treated in detail, revealing some of 
the fundamental agreements and disagreements of the 
two bifurcation scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION

Uncertain linear and nonlinear systems are cur
rently studied extensively from different points of 
view, such as the theory of dynamical systems, pertur
bation theory, stochastic systems, and control theory. 
Starting from a nominal system x  =  Xo(a:): & typical
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model for this analysis can be written in the form
m

x  =  AQ(X) +  in Rd  (1.1)
i— 1

where (ui )i= 1  =  u is the (time varying) determin
istic or stochastic excitation, which through its own 
dynamics (the vector fields X i,.. . ,X m ) acts upon the 
nominal system. If the perturbation vector fields are 
constant, one talks about additive perturbations, oth
erwise the term multiplicative excitation (noise, un
certainty, perturbation) is used.

In this paper we study the behavior of the system 
(1.1) under state space constraints, i.e. in a compact 
set L  C R d . In particular, we analyze invariant sets 
in L, characterize the regions from which the system 
may exit from L, and describe the convergence and 
stability behavior inside L. There are many practical 
problems that lead to considering systems under state 
space constraints, one of these is the modeling of L as 
an operating region, and reaching the boundary dL of 
L means that the system enters a different operating 
region. E.g. in the context of reliability theory reach
ing dL is interpreted as abrupt failure. Therefore the 
qualitative behavior of the system inside L exhibits 
the dynamics of the (normally) operating system.

Usually, operating systems depend on a variety of 
parameters, such as timable control parameters, ma
terial parameters, feedback or feedforward controls, or 
excitation parameters like the range and/or statistics 
of the perturbation. We concentrate here on vary
ing excitation ranges and note that other parameter 
variations require similar theories, except for the case 
of feedback design which needs additional considera
tions. Hence we attempt a study of the bifurcation 
behavior of the system (1.1) under state space con
straints, where the bifurcation parameter is the exci
tation range, and the uncertainty can be deterministic 
or a stochastic (Markov) process.

For such a study one has to distinguish the various 
ways in which the excitation can affect the nominal
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system. Basically, one considers two cases: In the reg
ular situation the uncertainty changes the limit sets 
of the nominal system, such as e.g., fixed points of 
the vector field XQ are not fixed points anymore for 
all perturbations in (1.1). This effect occurs, e.g., for 
additive perturbations. In the singular case, there ex
ists a limit set of XQ which is a common limit set for 
all vector fields X o,...,X m . Different techniques are 
required for these two cases. We will discuss both sit
uations (under additional assumptions) and study an 
example for which a combination of regular and sin
gular excitation occurs.

Setion 2. presents the mathematical model in detail 
and describes some of the theory for regular systems. 
Section 3. contains results on the singular case. Both 
sections are written with regards to the example of a 
model of ship roll motion, which is discussed in Sec
tions 4. (additive perturbation) and 5. (multiplicative 
perturbation). In each section, we first deal with the 
case of time varying deterministic uncertainties and 
then discuss its implications for stochastic excitations.

2. REGULARLY PERTURBED SYSTEMS UNDER 
STATE SPACE CONSTRAINTS

Consider the uncertain system
m

x  = X Q(x)+  ^ U i( t} X i(x )  inR d (2.1) 
i=1

where XQ, —,X m  are smooth vectorfields. The excita
tion range is given as follows: Let U C Rm  be convex, 
compact with 0 G in t U (the interior of U) and define 
a parametrized family of subsets of ROT via

Up = p-U, p > 0

For p =  0 we obtain the nominal system

x  =  X0 (x) (2.2)

For the deterministic perturbation model we consider 
(Ui)i=l....m =U  as

u  €  Up =  {u : R —► Up , measurable} (2.3)

The stochastic perturbation is assumed to be a func
tion of an underlying stochastic differential equation

dp = Y0 (p)dt + ^  Y j(T?) O dVVj on N  (2.4)

7=1
u(t) =  f p (p(t)), f p : N  — Up onto

Here Yo, ..., Yn  are smooth vector fields on the smooth 
compact manifold N , (Wj)>=i, --n  's  a  standard n- 
dimensional Wiener process and ’o' denotes the  sym
metric (Stratonovic) stochastic differential. We as
sume throughout that i  >  0} is a nondegenerate 
Markov diffusion process, which hence has a unique 
stationary and ergodic (Markov) solution in N  with 
invariant measure v  which satisfies supp v — N .  (The 
notation 'supp’ stands for the support o f a  measure). 
In the following, r](t) always denotes this unique so
lution. The measure on the probability space that 
supports (e.g., via the Kolmogorov construction) 
is called P.

The state space constraints for the system (2.1) 
are given by a compact, connected set L  C R d  with 
in tL  0 and cl(int L) = L, where ’cl’ stands for the 
closure of a  set. In general, the set L  will not be for
ward invariant for (2.1). Since we are interested in the 
behavior of the system in L, we stop the trajectories 
a t the boundary dL, i.e., let p it .x .u }  be the solu
tion of (2.1) at time t  with initial value ^(O .x. u) —x  
under the perturbation u G U p . For x  G L  let 
~(x, u) = m in{t > 0, ¡p(t,x,u) £  L}  and a (x ,u )  = 
rnax{t < 0, ip(t,x,u)$L}, then ^ ( T (X . U ) ,X , U ) G dL 
and x(a(x. u),x ,u ) €  dL. We set

<pL (t.x ,u )  (2.5)
p(a(x, u ),x .u )  
p(t, X, u) 
^(r(x , u),x, u)

for t  < <r(x. u)
for t  G [cr(x. u), r (x , u)j 
for t  > r(x , U)

With this notation the equation (2.1) has a  unique 
solution <pL (-,x,u) for all (u, x) G x L  and all t  G R. 
Similarly, we denote by a subscript ’L ’ all quantities 
concerning the constrained trajectories pL.

Regularly perturbed systems are those systems for 
which the excitation dynamics changes the limit struc
ture of the nominal system. We impose the following, 
slightly stronger condition

dimZL4{Xo,..., Xm }(x) =  d (H)

for all x in an open neighborhood of L  C R d , 
where £ A {X o ,—,X m } stands for the Lie alge
bra generated by the vector fields X Q, . . . ,X m  and 
dimZL4{X0 , ...,X m } is the dimension of the distri
bution of this Lie algebra in the tangent space at 
x  G Rd . To study the dependence of the system (2.1), 
(2.3) on the parameter p we will assume tha t for all 
0 <  p < p’ for all chain control sets E p  of (2.1), (2.3) 
the following inner pair condition (I) holds:

For all (u, x) G Up  x E p  with tp(-, x. u) C E p  there
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exists T  >  0 such that p lT .x .u )  G in tO + 'p (x) with respect to the constraint trajectories (2.5). The

O + 'p (x) =  {y  G Rd ,

Here O+ ,p  (x) denotes the forward orbit of x  for the 
range Up  ,

:e is i > 0 and u G Up  , 
with y = <p(t, x, u) I

For a discussion of control sets, chain control sets, and 
inner pairs see [3]. While condition (I) is not needed 
for all of the following results, it is convenient to as
sume it throughout this section, as it simplifies the 
formulation of results.

We start with the study of the deterministic uncer
tain system (2.1), (2.3). All the information about 
this system is contained in the family of control flows

$ p : R x Up  x L -> Up x L, 
$ p (t,u(-),x) = (u(t + ■),pL (t,X,u))

Since we are interested in the behavior of the svstem in 
L  c M  we will only introduce concepts with respect 
to the state space Rd  alone. But the reader should 
keep in mind that most of the proofs require working 
with the (skew product) flow ^ p .

Our philosophy is to start from the analysis of the 
nominal system (2.2) and study the behavior of the 
perturbed system for increasing p > 0. The limit sets 
(more precisely, the Morse decompositions) of the vec
tor field X Q together with the order between them 
gives a picture of the global behavior of (2.2) in the 
set L. For simplicity of notation we assume that the 
flow of X Q has a (unique) finest Morse decomposition 
with Morse sets E f, i =  1,—,i, in in tL , i.e.. X Q has 
only finitely many attractors. Then the Morse sets 
coincide with the chain recurrent components. The 
order on the Morse sets is induced by

„0 ,̂ 0 if there exists x  € Rd  with (0, x) C E?
1 J  and w(0,z) C E®

where OJ*(U, X ) and w(u, x) denote the limit sets of 
ip(-,x,u) for t  —»• —oo and for t —* oo, respectively.

For varying perturbation range Up , p > 0, the fol
lowing maps are well defined (under Assumptions (H) 
and (I)) for i =  1, ...,Z:

Ei : [0,oo)— >C(L), (2.6)
E p  is the closure of a control set Di(p) with 

E? C int Di(p)

Here C(L) denotes the compact subsets of L (with the 
Hausdorff topology) and the control sets are formed 

maps Ei defined above are right continuous and 
strictly increasing. For p small, the reachability or
der of the control sets Di (p) agrees with the order on 
the Morse sets E p , i = In particular, maxi
mal (i.e. invariant or closed) control sets correspond 
to maximal attractors, while minimal (i.e. open) con
trol sets correspond to minimal repellers of X Q. At the 
continuity points of the maps Ei, the control sets (and 
the collection of limit sets) vary continuously in p, i.e. 
at these points there is no bifurcation of control sets. 
So we direct our attention to the discontinuity points 
for which there may exist limit sets of the perturbed 
system (2.1), (2.3) outside of the closures of control 
sets with nonvoid interior.

The discontinuities in (2.6) can be induced either by 
the global time varying dynamics of the system (see 
[5] or Section 5. below), for which one needs a case 
by case study of the system. Or they result from the 
bifurcation behavior of the family X Q — UjXj of 
vector fields with u G R171 as a bifurcation parameter. 
The following theorem gives a result in this direction, 
which will be useful in Section 4 .

Theorem 1. Assume that there exist two Morse sets 
E ^ E ?  o f the vector field X Q and a continuous path 
a : [0,1] —- intU  with a(0) = 0. a il)  = u such 
that {Ej(a(s}), s G [0,1]}, j  = 1.2. are continu
ous families of Morse sets of X Q 4- a . (s)X, with 
Ej(a(0)) = E^. I f  E i(a(l)) =  £2(0(1;) then there 
exists p* G (0,1) which is a discontinuity point of the 
maps Ei and E2 defined in (2.6).

Proof.

(idea) For s € [0,1] denote p(s) = min {p > 
0, a(o) G Up fo r  all a G [0, sj}. Then there 
exist, for all s G [0,1], control sets D3 (s) for the 
control range Up ^  such that Ej(a(s)) C intD j(s). 
In particular, we have Di(l) =  £2(1) with range 
p(l). On the other hand, since E ^^E ^. there exists 
p > 0 such that £ i(p )/£z(p ) for all p £ [0. p). where 
Ei are the maps defined in (2.6). Since the family 
{£,(0(3)), s G [0, 1]} is continuous, we have for all 
s G [0,1] that Ej(a(t)) C int Dj(s) for t < s. Conti
nuity of a implies that p(s) is continuous in s. Hence 
there exists a discontinuity point p ' G (p. p( 1)) of the 
maps Ei and E^. K

The second important concept, besides the control 
sets described in (2.6), is the set of multistable points 
(see [?] ). Since we are working with the constraint set
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L, we need to modify slightly the definition of these 
points.

Definition 2. Consider the system (2.1), (2.3) and 
its restriction (2.5) to the compact set L. Denote by 
Ca , aQ  I, the invariant control sets o f the constrained 
system in in tL , and let C =  {Ca , a  G 1} U {di}. 
A point x  6 in tL  is called multistable if  there exist 
for i =  1,2, Ci € C, Ui € U, and ti >  0 such that 
<p(ti,x,Ui) G Ci with C1^C 2 . We denote the set of 
multistable points by MS.

Using this definition, we can prove the following 
statements analogously to [?]: M5=40 if and only if 
either (2.1) is forward invariant in L  and card(I) > 2. 
or (2.1) is not forward invariant in L  and card(I) > 1. 
Furthermore, if M S  /  0, then M S  =  |J  O~(D), where 
D runs over the (finitely many) relatively invariant 
control sets in L. As a consequence, we can charac
terize the invariant sets in int L'.

Theorem 3. Consider the system (2.1), (2.3) with its 
trajectories (2.5) constrained to L. Denote by M S, 
the set o f multistable points deSned only via invariant 
control sets in in tL , and let MS2 — M S \  MS^.
(i) The interior int L is positively invariant if and only 
if there exists at least one invariant control set in int L 
and M S  = MS^.
(ii) For a point x  € in tL  there exists a trajectory 
y(-,x ,u) that reaches the boundary dL in Unite time 
if and only i f  there is no invariant control set in int L 
or MS2 r  0 and x  € O~(dL).

Proof.

(idea) (i) If there exists an invariant control set 
in in tL  and in tL  is not positively invariant, then 
A = {x Q in tL , there is u Q U with <p(t,x,u) g 
dL fo r  some t  >  0} 7̂  0. Hence ]JQ e / e»_ (CQ ) ri 
O~(A):/0 (since L = cl(intL) is compact and con
nected), and therefore MS2 0, which contradicts 
M S = M S\. This proves one direction.

Definition 4. (ii) The direction ' =>'and the second 
part o f' <=' are obvious. I f  there is no invariant control 
set in int L, then for all x  G int L there isu Q U  with 
^ L ^ x )  C dL. Hence by (I) we have x  Q O~(dL), 
which also proves the second part of (i). H

Theorem 3 says, in particular, that there exist for
ward invariant sets in in tL  if and only if there ex
ists an invariant control set in int L. For an invariant 

control set C C in tL  we define its strict domain of 
attraction as

A S(C) ~  O ~ (C )\ M S  (2.7)

Then we obtain from Theorem 3 the maximal forward 
invariant set J  C in tL  as J  =  (J A a (C) U M Si, where 
the union is taken over all invariant control sets C  in 
in tL .

The long term behavior of points in in t L  can now 
be characterized.

Corollary 5. The set

f , , ,  . . _ there exists t  >  0 such ,
{ ( u ^ Q U x z n t L ,  t h a t ^ ( t ! l ! u ) e U { C ; C s C }  }

is open and dense m U  x  in tL  (with the weak' topol
ogy inU), and the set

., , , .  . there exists t > 0 such ,{(u.a:) QU x in tL . j' that ^ (t,x ,u ) € UQ € / Ca

is open and dense inU  x J , with J  and Ca  from Def
inition 2.

The proof of this corollary is completely analogous 
to the proof of [3, Theorem 6.2].

The results above allow us to develop a concept 
for regular systems that is analogous to the stabil
ity radius for singular systems. For a maximal Morse 
set E° of the nominal system (2.2) and for a family 
{Up , P > 0} of perturbations the idea is to  find the 
mallest p such that a point in is not L-invariant 
for the system (2.1), (2.3).

Definition 6. Consider the perturbed system (2.1), 
(2.3), and let E^ C in tL  be a maximal Morse set 
(i.e. an attractor) of the nominal system (2.2). The 
invariance radius ri n v (Ef>,L) ofEP with respect to the 
constraint set L  C Rd is deSned as

r i m (H°,L)
_  . .( _ there exist (u,x) QU P X  E° such .

z n J\P — , ^hat tp(t,x,u) Q dL  for some t >  0

Note that the non-invariant points in L  were char
acterized in Theorem 3(ii) in terms of control sets and 
multistability regions. Under Assumptions (H) and (I) 
we know that each Morse set of (2.2) is contained 
in the interior of some control set D p  of (2.1), (2.3) for 
each p > 0. Hence the invariance radius rin v (E° ,L )  is 
the infimum of the p’s such that for x  G E °  we have 
x Q int O+ ’P (MS2) or the system (2.1)p has no invari
ant control set in in tL . If one x  Q E °  is in O+ 'P (MS2) 
then, of course, all x Q E? are in this set.
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Remark 1. Recall the maps Ei defined in (2.6). 
These m aps are right continuous and strictly increas
ing. Hence for any attractor E° C in tL  o f (2.2) the 
invariance radius r t n v (E °,L ) is strictly positive.

Remark 2. There are two possible scenarios for the 
system behavior around r i n „(EV,L), according to the 
characterization above. One is that the invariant con
trol set D p  w ith E °  C in tD p crosses the boundary 
dL, i.e., for all p < T in ^ E ^ L )  we have Dp  C in tL , 
while D p  O d L  /  0 for all p > ,L ). In this
case it is possible that the invariance radius of E^ is 
strictly smaller than the first discontinuity point o f the 
corresponding m ap from (2.6).

Remark 3. In the second scenario we have E° c  
O+ ’P (M S 2 ) i f  and only i f  p > ri n v (E °,L ), which 
means tha t the invariance radius is greater or equal 
than the first discontinuity point of the corresponding 
map from (2.6). Hence the discontinuity o f the maps 
(2.6) are not directly related to the invariance radius 
with respect to the constraint set L, but they (and 
hence the bifurcation behavior o f the control sets) give 
a first im portant impression o f the behavior o f the sys
tem.

We now turn  to  the stochastic system (2.1), (2.4) 
and draw some consequences for its behavior in the 
constraint set L  from the results above. In addition 
to  the Assumptions (H) and (I) for the deterministic 
systems, we need a  condition on the interplay between 
the vector fields of (2.1) and of the background noise 
(2-4):

dim£^4{Xo +  4-Yo,Yi,..
=  dim TV +  d

(H’) 
for all (x, y) G N  x M (L ), where M (L) in an open 
neighborhood o f f  C R d . Note that this condition 
implies (H). It allows us to use the support theorem 
for the pair process (i](f),x(f)) as a Markov diffusion 
solution of the equations (2.1), (2.4). We continue to 
use the notation (2.5) for the stopped process at the 
boundary dL  of the constraint set.

The pair process (ri(t),x(t)) has a unique invariant 
measure p a , i.e., unique stationary, ergodic Markov 
solutions on each set N  x Ca , where Ca  is an in
variant control set of (2.1), (2.3) in in tL ,  compare 
Definition 2. For each p a  the marginal on N  is the in
variant measure v  on N .  Hence for each x  G A s (Ca ), 
the strict domain of attraction of Ca , compare (2.7), 
the solution of (2.1), (2.4) converges in distribution 

-,Yn ,u  G Up }(x,y)u(t, w) =  f p (q(t,u)).

to  pa  (ergodic theorem). For the multistable points 
x  G MS^ (compare Theorem 3), we have: There ex
ist pQ >  0 such that ^2 Pa =  1 and the solution of 
(2.1), (2.4) converges in distribution to the measure 
^PaPa- Here pa  is the probability of reaching Ca  
from x, i.e. pa  > 0 if and only if there exist u  G L(p  
and t >  0 with <p(t,x,u) G Ca . In particular, we have 
P{<p(t, x, w) G dL fo r  some t > 0} >  0 if and only if 
x  G in tL  satisfies Theorem 3(ii).

With these observations we obtain interpretations 
of the discontinuity points of the maps Ei in (2.6), 
and of the invariance radius in Definition 6.

R em ark  4. Let E°  C in t L be a maximal Morse set 
(attractor) o f the nominal system (2.2). Consider the 
corresponding map E(p) defined in (2.6). For small 
p, E(p) is an invariant control set o f (2.1), (2.3) and 
hence N  x E(p) carries a unique invariant measure p 
o f (2.1), (2.4), which is the distribution o f the unique 
stationary and ergodic Markov solution in N  x E(p). 
Furthermore supp p =  N x  E(p). A t the first disconti
nuity point p* of E(p) the support changes abruptly. 
I f  for p > p* the control set in E(p) is not invari
ant, then the ergodic solution ’disappears’ and the 
solution starting from E° leaves the set E(p) w. p. 
1. Their long term behavior then depends on wether 
E° C O+ ,P (MS2), as described above.

R em ark  5. Let E° C in t L be a maximal Morse set 
of the nominal system (2.2), and let r l n v (E°, L) be its 
invariance radius with respect to the constraint set L. 
Then we have by the results above: p > ri n v (E ^, L) if 
and only if P {p(t,x,c j) G dL for some t >  0} > 0 for 
all x  G E^, where the stochastic excitation is given by

Hence the stochastic and the
deterministic invariance radii agree, i f  we define the 
stochastic radius as the infimum o f the p ’s such that 
the boundary dL can be reached with positive prob
ability from E° under the excitation f p (y) o f size p. 
A t this point, further statistical characterizations of 
the exit behavior o f (2.1), (2.4) from the operating re
gion become important, namely the exit probability, 
the exit time, and the exit location. For the general 
class o f systems that is considered here one cannot ex
pect to obtain explicit expressions for these quantities. 
Numerical and statistical studies in this direction are 
under way and will be presented elsewhere.

3. SINGULARLY PERTURBED SYSTEMS UNDER 
STATE SPACE CONSTRAINTS

The theory developed in Section 2. depends on the 
fact that the Morse sets of the nominal system (2.2)
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are contained in the interior of control sets of the per
turbed system (2.1), (2.3) for any perturbation range 
p >  0. This fact does not hold for singular systems and 
hence different techniques are required for the study of 
uncertain systems with singular limit sets. Lineariza
tion and Lyapunov exponents are standard tools for 
the analysis of dynamical systems, and we present an 
extension of these ideas to uncertain systems.

Consider the perturbed system (2.1), (2.3) and let 
i ’ € in tL  be a singular fixed point of (2.1), i.e., 
X i(x”) =  0 for i =  l,...,m . The linearized system 
at x ’ reads

m
y  = Any + m (t)A iy  in Rd , u € Up , p > 0 (3.1) 

i=l

where Ai = Dx X i(x ')  is the Jacobian of the vector 
field Xi a t i ' .  In order to avoid degeneracies, we 
assume a Lie algebra rank condition for the system 
(3.1) projected onto projective space in Rd  :

dim £A{h(-,u), u 6 Up}(p) = d - l  (HZin)

for all pE P^- 1 , where h(p,u) = ho(p) +52S1 “ »^»(p) 
and hi(p) =  [A, — pT Aip • 71 p is the projection of Ay 
onto P**- 1 .

The Lyapunov exponents of (3.1) are defined as

A(u,y) =  lim sup log |V’(t,p,u)| 
t—*oo

where ip(t,y,u) is the solution of (3.1) at time t with 
initial value ^(0 ,y ,u) =  y  G Rd \  {0}. If X(u,y) < 0 
then tp{-,y,uj is exponentially stable. Hence we are 
interested in the maximal Lyapunov exponent of (3.1) 
which determines exponential stability of all solutions 
of (3.1):

*(p) =  sup sup X(u,y)

For individual time varying excitations u E U p  nega
tivity of suP;,€ Rd\ {o} A(u,y) may not imply (uniform) 
exponential stability of (3.1), but it can be shown that 
K(P) <  0 is equivalent to exponential stability of (3.1) 
with perturbation range Up .

The function K : [0, oo) —► R is continuous and leads 
to the definition of the (linear) stability radius of (3.1)

rnn  = in f{p  >  0, K(P) >  0}

If the matrix Ao is stable (i.e., all eigenvalues of Ao 
have negative real parts), then r i in  >  0 by continuity 
of K(p).

Returning to the nonlinear system (2.1), (2.3) with 
singular fixed point x ’ E in t L  we define the nonlinear 
stability radius at x* as

r(x*) (3.2)
> Q there is u E Up such that (2.1) 

’ is not asymptotically stable a t  x*

A uniform stable manifold theorem for nonlinear un
certain systems allows us to  show that

run < r (x ')  < in f  {p >  0, K^p) > 0} (3.3)

and hence we have run  = r{x*) if n(p) is strictly mono
tone at p =  run-

The interpretation of these results for the behav
ior of the system (2.1), (2.3) around a singular point 
which is stable for the nominal system (2.2) is as fol
lows: If p € [0, r (z ’)) then there exists an open neigh- 
bohood N(x*) of x ’ such that <p(t, z, u) — > x" for 
i —* oo for all z E N (x") and for all u E Up . For 
p > r{x') there exists for all neighborhoods N(x*) a 
point z g N (x ')  and a u E Up such that x ’^w(u, z). 
Hence the omega limit set w(u, z) will be contained in 
some chain control set of (2.1), (2.3) that is not the 
set { r’}. In this sense one can consider the stabil
ity radius r(x’} as the analogue (for singular points) 
of the first discontinuity of a map Ei (p) as defined in 
(2.6). In particular, if for p > r(x*} the chain con
trol sets of (2.1), (2.3) are the closures of control sets, 
then there exists a  chain control set D(p) such that 
x ” E cl O~’p (D(p)) for all p > r(x ') . This means that 
for p = r{x*) we have a collision of cl O ~ ,p (D(p)) with 
the singular fixed point x" .

The invariance radius for a singular point x '  E in t L  
with respect to  the constraint set L  C Rd  is defined 
(in analogy to Definition 6) as

ri n v (x ' ,L) (3-4)
for all neighborhoods N (x ')  there 

in /  < p >  0, exist z E N(x") and u E Up such 
that tp(i, i ,  u) €  dL  for some t >  0

It follows from this definition that r(x*) < Tin v (x*,L) 
(compare Remark 2 for regular systems). A charac
terization of the invariance radius (3.4) in terms off 
the qualitative behavior of the system (2.1), (2.3) in 
L  leads to results that are analogous to  the comments 
and remarks after Definition 6, we skip the details.

We now turn to the study of systems with singular 
points under stochastic excitation of the type (2.4). 
Let x ’ E in tL  be a singular point of (2.1) and con
sider the linearization (3.1). We continue to assume
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that the Lie algebra rank condition (H^n) holds for 
the induced system on the projective space P^- 1 . In 
this case we obtain for the Lyapunov exponents of the 
linearized system that they are constant with proba
bility one, i.e., for each p > 0 there exists A(p) € R  
such that

A(w, y) =  A(p) as . for all y  € Rd \  {0}

Obviously, we have A(p) < n{p), and A(p) depends on 
the dynamics (2.4) of the noise process T](t) and on 
the maps f p  : N  —► Up , which map the background 
noise 7j(t) onto the perturbation ranges Up .

The maximal Lyapunov exponent K(P) can be re
covered for any nondegenerate noise process (2.4) sat
isfying (H’) and (Hi£n ) as the limit of the p-th moment 
Lyapunov exponents 7(p,p) —> y(p) = K(P) as p —> oo. 
We define the almost sure stability radius of the lin
earization (3.1) with respect to rj(t) and f p as

f )  = i n f{p  >  0, A(P) > 0} (3-5)
The observations above imply that

ri3 (v ,f)  > r l in

and
Htn =  i n f  {p > 0, 7(p) > 0}

for any T/, f p  as above.
Hence we have

•  for p < run. The deterministic system (3.1), 
(2.3) is exponentially stable; the stochastic sys
tem (3.1), (2.4) is a.s. and p-th moment stable 
for all p >  0 and for allr?, f p .

•  for run < p < r ^ ^ y f ) :  there exists a u € Up 
such that the deterministic system y = [Ao + 
V)™, Ui(t)Ai]y is not stable; the stochastic sys
tem is a.s. stable, but there exists p > 0 such 
th a t the p-th moment of the system is not stable.

•  for p > There exists u &UP such that
the deterministic system with this perturbation is 
not stable; the stochastic system is a.s. unstable 
and all its p-th moments are unstable for p >  0.

As in the deterministic case one can use stochastic 
stable manifold theorems to investigate the stability 
radius of the nonlinear system (2.1), (2.4) at the sin
gular point x* € in t L. We define

r s t o c h ( x * , 7 ) , / )

the system (2.1), (2.4) is not
= in f{p  >  0, asymptotically stable }

at x* under / p (7(t))

A result of Pinsky [7] implies that

n « ^ ,/ )  < r a to iJ l(x’ ,r?,/)

and equality holds if A(p) is strictly increas
ing at ria{i],f). But for p in the interval
(r(x’) ,r3toCA(x',7?,/)) the stochastic stable manifolds 
W s (x*,w) are not uniform in CJ € fl. This means 
that there exists a measurable subset fl' C fl with 
P(fl') =  1 such that for all cv 6 fl' the system 
(2.1), (2.4) admits a stable manifold with
x* € int M 3 (x',hj), but for every neighborhood N(x") 
there are z  € A(x’) and fl2 C fl' with P(fl2 ) > 0 and 
z £ M s (x*,u) for w € flz . This fact makes simula
tions of the system (2.1), (2.4) with these uncertainty 
ranges difficult around x ’ . Of course, the stable man
ifolds are uniform in € fl for p < r(x’).

The invariance radius ri n v (x ',L )  of the singular 
fixed point x* with respect to the constraint set L, 
as defined in (3.4), has a similar interpretation for 
stochastic excitations as in the regular case, compare 
Remark 5. In particular, we have:

P > rinvk1 '  -L) if and only if for every neighborhood 
N ^x’) there exists z G N (x’) such that P{<p(t, z. cv) g 
dL for some t > 0} > 0.

While it holds that r(x’ ) < r i n v (x’ ,L), there may 
exist a background noise r](t) and a family of maps 
f p :N —> Up such that

r in „(x’ ,L) < ratoCh{x',ri, f}

compare the example in Section 5. This fact reflects 
again the non-uniform stable manifolds of the stochas
tic system for p > r(x’).

4. A MODEL FOR SHIP ROLL MOTION UNDER 
ADDITIVE P ERTURBATION

Capsizing of vessels can be modelled by a one 
degree of freedom system which is limited to the 
roll motion, compare Falzanaro/Shaw/Troesch 
[4], Hsieh/Troesch/Shaw [6], and Thomp- 
son/Rainey/Soliman [8]. The nominal model in 
non-dimensionalized form is

xj =  x2 (4.1)
¿2 — "h O X j — ^1^2 — ^2-^2 1^21

where ¿i > 0 and So > 0 represent the linear and 
quadratic viscous damping coefficients, respectively, 
and a denotes the strength of the nonlinearity. Cap
sizing occurs in this model when |xi| reaches -7-.
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In this section we analyze the ship roll model under 
additive perturbation, i.e. we consider

¿1 —  3>2
±2 =  — Xj +  ax 2 — ¿1X2 — ¿2X2 |x2| +  u(t)(4.2) 
u €  Up , U =  [-1,1], p > 0

It follows from the references above that the limit sets 
of (4.2) for constant u € U are fixed points, which are 
obtained as follows:

X2 =  0 and Xj is the solution of — Xi +  ax 2 4- u =  0 

and hence we have with A = —3V3a

•  for u € (—A, A) : There are three fixed points 
with Xi-component Xj1’ <  x ^  < x ^ , where 
(xj2 \o )  is stable and (x^.O ) is unstable (hy
perbolic) for i =  1,3. For u < 0 it holds that 
xj1  ̂ < —1/y/a, and u > 0 implies x ^  > 1/y/a.

• for u =  A : There are two fixed points with Xi- 
components x ^  =  — and x ^  = The 

linearization at the point corresponding to 
has one negative and one zero eigenvalue, while 
the point (xj2\ o )  is unstable (hyperbolic).

•  for u =  — A  : In this case Xj =  3 ^  (hyper
bolic) and Xj2 ’ =  (one negative and one 
zero eigenvalue).

•  for |u| >  A  : there exists one (unstable, hyper
bolic) fixed point with Xi-component Xj1  ̂ >
2

Therefore, this system exhibits, with bifurcation pa
rameter u € R, an S-bifurcation, with saddle-node 
points a t ui =  —A  and u2 =  A.

In this model it is natural to define the operating 
region as |x i| <  a j  for some a\ >  0. By the results 
above, it suffices to consider |u| <  2A, Le. p € [0,2 A]. 
For this range there exists a constant B  >  0 such that 
¿2(X I,X2) <  0 for all (xl i 2 ) € R2 with |xj| <  1/y/a 
and X2 =  B, and x 2 (xi, x2 ) >  0 for all |xj j <  Yty/a. 
and x 2 =  — B. Hence we use the compact constraint 
set

L  =  {(x!,x2 ) €  R 2 , |xj| <  1/y/a, | x2 |<  B}

Exit from L  occurs on the boundaries |xj | =  tf-Ja. 
indicating capsizing.

We turn to the behavior of the system (4.2) in the 
region L under deterministic (time varying) pertur
bations. The system satisfies the Conditions (H) and 
(I) of Section 2, and hence we are in the regular case. 
The bifurcation analysis above and the results from 
Section 2. yield the following picture.

For p =  0 the phase portrait of the nominal system 
with

a =  1.0, ¿1 =  ¿2 =  1.0 (4.3)

is shown in Figure 1. As p increases, the control sets 
of (4.2) form around the fixed points of the nominal 
system. For small p the control set D 2 around (x2 ,0) 
is invariant, while the control sets D* around (x ), 0) 
are variant for i =  1,3. The set of multistable points 
is given as M S  = U O~ ,P (D3 ), and we have
M S  = M Sz in the notation of Theorem 3. Figure 2. 
shows, for p =  0.3, the invariant control set (in the 
center), and the regions of multistability. According 
to Theorem 3, int L  is not positively invariant and the 
points from which the system can reach the boundary 
dL are given by the multistability regions M S 1 and 
M S 3 , and the points to the left of M S X and to the 
right of M S 3 .

Figure 1: Phase portrait of the nominal system

By Theorem 1 we have that the first discontinuity 
point p* of the map D2 (p) (compare (2.6)) satisfies 
0 <  p* < A. It can be shown by looking a t the vector 
fields in (4.2) that p* = A  = holds. Figure 
3 shows the boundaries of D?(p) for various p-values, 
using the values (4.3). With these values we have p* = 
A = ~  0.3849.
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Figure 2: Invariant control set and multistability re
gion for p =  0.3

Figure 3: The invariant control sets for p = 
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.3849

For p > p* the invariant control set D2 {p) merges 
with the two variant control sets D'(p), i =  1, 3, and 
it follows from Theorem 3 that there are no invariant 
points in in t L. Hence, with Definition 6 we obtain for 
the invariance radius of the point (0,0)

p” = ri n v ((0,0),L) = A

Note th a t the first discontinuity of D^(p) as well as 
the invariance radius of the point (0,0) depend only 
on a, but not on 6i or ¿2- The scenario of the system 
behavior for p around rin v  corresponds to the descrip
tion in Remark 3. If one chooses the constraint set L  
via |xi | <  C  with C < A, then the scenario in Remark 
2 occurs.

We now consider the stochastic situation, where the 
system (4.2) is additively perturbed by a background 
noise of the type (2.4). The results above and Section 
2. imply for varying excitation range:

•  p < A  : there exists a unique invariant measure 
p  of the pair process (rj(t),x(t)) with support 
suppp = N  x L?(p). Hence the system (4.2), 
(2.4) has a unique stationary and ergodic solu
tion in L  and for all initial values in the strict 
domain of attraction the solution con
verges in distribution to  the invariant measure. 
The set A s (D2 (p)) is shown in Figure 2. as the 
area between the two multistability sets M S 1 and 
M S 3 . For all points x  € M S 1 U M S 3 we have 
P{<p(t,x,w) € dL fo r  some t  >  0} > 0; to the 

left of M S 1 and to the right of M S 3 the points 
satisfy P{<p(t,x,w) 6 dL fo r some t >  0} =  1.

• p > A  : Since for this excitation range there ex
ists no invariant control set in int L, we obtain 
for all initial vlues x € in tL  that P{(p(t,x,cu) € 
dL fo r  some t >  0} =  1. Hence in this example 
the invariance radius is the excitation range which 
separates for the point (0.0) a.s. invariance in L 
from a.s. exit from L. This shows that exit prob
abilities from L need not depend continuously on 
the excitation range, and may jump from 0 to 1.

5 . A MODEL OF SHIP ROLL MOTION UNDER 
MULTIPLICATIVE PERTURBATION

In this section we study the model (4.1) for ship roll 
motion under multiplicative perturbations

¿1 =  X2
±2 = —Xi + o a l— 6^2  — 62X2 \x2 \ — u ^ x l^ . l )  
u € Up , U =  [-1,1], p > 0

The fixed points of (5.1) are given by

• u < —1 : one unstable fixed point at (0,0)

• u >  —1 : three fixed points with x 2 -
component equal to zero, and ii-component

points corresponding to x ^  and x ^  are unsta
ble, the origin (0,0) is stable.
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Therefore, if we view (5.1) as an equation with bi
furcation parameter u g R, the system undergoes a 
pitchfork bifurcation at u =  —1.

The origin (0,0) is a fixed point of (5.1) for all u g R, 
and hence this is a singular point. In the rest of the 
state space R2 \  {(0 ,0)} the system is regular. Note 
that (4.1) is the nominal model for (4.2) and (5.1), 
and hence for p =  0 the behavior of the two systems 
agrees.

We again consider an operating region of (5.1) given 
by |x i| <  Since for u < — 1 the system with 
constant parameter u becomes unstable, it suffices to 
consider perturbations of the size p  <  2. For this range 
there exists a constant B  >  0 such that ¿2(^1,X2) <  0 
for all (xj,X2) €  R2 with |xi| <  and X2 =  B, and 
¿2(^1, ^2) >  0 for |xx | <  and X2 =  —B . Hence the 
constraint set

L =  {(Xi, x2 ) €  R 2 , |xj | <  and | x 2 | <  B}

is appropriate for our purposes, and exits from L occur 
on the boundaries |xj | =  .

We first analyze the behavior of (5.1) at the singular 
point (0,0), using the theory presented in Section 3. 
Linearization of (5.1) at the origin yields

y  =  (  - 1  s }  ) y + u ^  (  _ ?  S )  y  <5 -2 ) 

which is a linear oscillator with positive damping ¿1. 
The corresponding projected system on the projective 
space P 1 satisfies the Lie algebra rank condition (Hitn) 
for all p >  0, and therefore we can use the results 
from Section 3. We compute the maximal Lyapunov 
exponent «(p, ¿1) (depending on the damping ¿1) nu
merically (compare [2]) and obtain the linear stabil
ity radius of (5.2) as the zero-level sets of K(P , Si) for 
p, Si >  0. Figure 4. shows the radius run(6i) for 
(5.2). Note that for 61 <  ~  0.80 the stability ra
dius is strictly less than 1, which is the ’bifurcation 
radius’ of the system (5.1) with u  G R as bifurcation 
parameter. This difference is due to  the time varying 
nature of the perturbation, and differs from the be
havior of the additive uncertainty model in Section 4., 
where the first discontinuity of the map /^ (p ) occurs 
at the bifurcation value p =  A.

We now turn to the nonlinear system (5.1) and con
sider its behavior around the origin. Since the numeri
cal calculations show that «(p, 61) is strictly monotone 
in p for each 61 >  0, we obtain from (3.3) for the non
linear stability radius r((0,0),6i)

riin^i) =  r((0,0),6i) for all 61 >  0

Figure 4: Stability radius of the linearized system de
pending on 61

Hence there exists for p <  rii n (6i) a uniform (in u  g 
Up ) stable manifold W’ ((0 ,0 ),p ,¿1) oftheorigin. The 
precise form of this stable manifold depends, of course, 
on the global dynamics of the nonlinear system (5.1). 
Choosing the parameter values

a  =  1.0, i i  =  0.5, 62 =  1-0 (5.3)

the stable manifold W *((0,0),p, 61) for p  =  0.5 is 
shown in Figure 5. Note that for individual pertur
bations u g  Lt? the stable manifold may be larger 
than the uniform one, but it cannot exceed the asymp
totic domain of attraction of (0,0), indicated by the 
leftmost and the rightmost boundaries of the shaded 
regions in Figure 5.

The invariance properties of the system (5.1) with 
respect to the constraint set L  depend on the global 
behavior of the system in L. Since (5.1) is regular out
side the origin, we use the theory presented in Section 
2. for this analysis.

For p =  0 the phase portrait of the nominal system 
is shown in Figure 1. As p increases, variant control 
sets D 1 (p) and D 3 ^ )  with their attached multista
bility regions form around the unstable fixed points 
(Xj,0) and (xf,0). Figure 5. shows these multistabil
ity regions for the parameter values (5.3) and p  =  0.5. 
The set of points in L  that are ¿-invariant for all 
u  g  W  is given by the uniform stable manifold of 
the origin in the center of Figure 5.

For p ~  0.6 a first (numerically observed) disconti
nuity of the maps D '(p ) ,i =  1, 3, occurs and the two 
variant control sets merge into one. Figure 6. shows
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Figure 5: Uniform stable manifold W4 ((0,0),0.5,0.5)
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the resulting control set and Figure 7. shows the at
tached multistability region.

The unique variant control set is formed due to 
the time varying perturbations, since the analysis 
of (5.1) with (time invariant) bifurcation parameter 
a  G R  shows only three isolated fixed points for 
p € [0,1). This control set could be called a pertur
bation heteroclinic connection since it connects the 
two fixed points (x},0) and (xf,0) of the nominal 
system. A similar effect concerning perturbation ho
moclinic connections was observed in [5] for the per
turbed Takens-Bogdanov model. The stable manifold 
W 3((0 ,0),p, dj) for p =  0.6 consists of the ’interior’ 
region of the variant control set, and constitutes also 
the ¿-invariant points for this perturbation range.

Increasing p further results in the disappearance of 
the uniform stable manifold of (0,0) for p’ = run (8i), 
see Figure 4. For p > p*, the variant control set has 
collapsed around the fixed point (0,0), as shown in 
Figure 8. for p =  0.65. The only ¿-invariant point is 
now the origin, and hence we have for the invariance 
radius defined in (3.4)

r i n o ((0,0),Z , ¿ J  =  r ^ ^ )  =  r ^ O ) , ^ )  for all > 0

The upper and lower boundary of the control set in 
Figure 8. are entrance boundaries, and hence the sys
tem exits the constraint set L  through the right or left 
boundary for any initial value within the control set. 
Note that there exist, of course, a G Up  and z G int L 
such th a t the trajectory <p(t, z, a) converges exponen
tially to  the origin.

Figure 6: Variant control set with p = 0.6

Figure 7: Multistability region with p =  0.6
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Figure 8: Variant control set with p =  0.65

Some of the main differences between the additively 
perturbed model (4.2) and the multiplicative model 
(5.1) are the different invariance radii (0.3849 for (4.2) 
and 0.65 for (5.1) with 6i =  0.5); the fact that the in
variance radius of (4.2) does not depend on 6^, while 
this dependence is crucial for the multiplicative per
turbation; and the bifurcation behavior of (4.2) with 
parameter u € R  determines the invariance behav
ior of the additively perturbed system, while (5.1) ex
hibits various changes in its qualitative behavior that 
are due to  the time varying nature of the perturbation 
and that cannot be seen from the bifurcation picture 
with u € U.

The stochastic multiplicatively perturbed system 
(5.1) can be studied using the theory from Section 
3. (around the origin) and from Section 2. (for the 
global behavior in L). The results are fairly obvious 
and we mention briefly only a few observations. For a 
given noise rj, f  as in (2.4) the linear stability radius 
r ia (X ,f) as defined in (3.5) satisfies

’•fa(’l , / , i i )  >  Hin(51)

and hence

’•irt«A((0,0),T/ , / , i 1) > ^ (0 ,0 ) ,^ )  forallJi > 0

Since the Dirac measure ¿(o,o) is the only invariant 
Markov measure of the system (5.1), (2.4), the in
variance radii of the origin with respect to the con
straint set L agree for the deterministic and the 

stochastic perturbation model. However, the in
variant measure looses its stability only a t p = 
^ ^ ( ( O ^ ) , ^ , / , ^ )  >  r»n»((0,0),L,5i). For pertur
bation ranges p G (^„»„Fatoch) the stochastic system 
has again non-uniform stable manifolds. This effect 
occurs for the system (5.1) e.g. for TJ the Wiener pro
cess on the sphere N  =  S1 and f p  =  p - COST,, compare 
W-
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